
 

Ancient walnut forests linked to languages,
trade routes
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Persian walnut trees line the hills of Uzbekistan. Credit: Sergio
Mapelli/Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Institute of Agricultural Biology and
Biotechnology
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If Persian walnut trees could talk, they might tell of the numerous traders
who moved along the Silk Roads' thousands of miles over thousands of
years, carrying among their valuable merchandise the seeds that would
turn into the mighty walnut forests that are spread across Asia.

Purdue University research shows that ancient languages match up with
the genetic codes found in Persian walnut (Juglans regia) forests,
suggesting that the stands of trees seen today may be remnants of the
first planned afforestation known in the world.

In a paper published in the journal PLoS One, Keith Woeste, a research
geneticist for the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Forest Service and a
Purdue adjunct assistant professor of forestry, found that the evolution
of language and spread of walnut forests overlapped over wide swaths of
Asia over thousands of years. He believes as traders traversed the Silk
Roads, connecting Eastern Europe and Africa with far-East Asia, they
purposely planted walnut forests as a long-term agricultural investment.

"It was always assumed that there were wild forests of walnuts, like
you'd find wild oak and maple forests here in the U.S.," said Woeste,
who published the research with colleagues from the United Kingdom
and Italy. "But what we had previously considered to be these wild 
walnut trees out in the middle of Asia were probably planted there."

Woeste said that while sampling walnut forests from 39 sites across
Asia, his team noticed that the word for "walnut" was similar in many
languages. That piqued their interest, so when genetic maps of the
samples showed uncharacteristic relationships, they started looking at the
link between genetics and languages.

If forests spread naturally, scientists would expect that genetic
relatedness would spread in more concentric patterns. But Woeste said
walnut genetics are related in long bands that spread east and west. For
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example, Woeste says walnuts in eastern Iran are closely related to
walnuts in the Himalayas.

That suggests to him that traders were carrying walnuts along the Silk
Roads. And those traders had likely been keeping walnuts from the best
trees, selecting for genes that gave the trees desired characteristics for
nuts and wood.

"Humans are always narrowing down genetic diversity to obtain a usable
and more valuable crop," Woeste said.

Much like crops evolve, languages also change over time. For instance,
Spanish, French and Italian are considered Romance languages, having
evolved from Latin. As populations split from each other, their
languages changed, making those new languages children of the original.

Having noticed the similarities in the word for "walnut" among several
languages, Woeste and his colleagues grouped the languages currently
spoken from the places where they sampled walnuts and traced the
languages back to their ancestors. They found that the evolution of
languages overlapped with the spread of walnut genetics.

Woeste believes this shows that as people moved along the Silk Roads
and traded, they specifically selected walnuts and traded them along their
routes. Instead of having just a few domestic trees, those who obtained
walnuts likely put effort into creating walnut forests that could be used
for food and wood.

"The factors that contribute to language being dispersed in Asia are the
same as the way walnuts were dispersed," Woeste said. "It was the
unique characteristics of walnut being useful for its wood and nuts that
encouraged people to transport it, use it and then plant it as a forest as a
long-term investment."
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  More information: "Ancient Humans Influenced the Current Spatial
Genetic Structure of Common Walnut Populations in Asia." PLoS ONE
10(9): e0135980. DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0135980
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